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Nearby Galaxies 	

(2MASS)	


Turbulence plays important roles in origin of cosmic B

Weak seed field è Strong B	

Turbulence	



Origin of cosmic seed magnetic fields is uncertain.	


Cosmological?

Astrophysical?

Weak uniform seed 
field!

Weak localized seed field	



Topic 1. Amplification of a uniform seed field !
                           in turbulence!

Weak seed field (B0)!

c.f.) Talk by D. Ryu	

è How can turbulence amplify B fields?	



Stretching of field lines 

t=0:	


B0!

Fluid elements and field lines move together	

*Back reactions are negligible if Emag<Ekin	




Expectations:	

	


Stretching on the dissipation scale will occur first because 
eddy turnover time is shortest there 

B

Exponential growth	

(Batchelor 1950)
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Small-scale structures c
hange faster



Expectations:	
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è Exponential growth stage will end!
What will happen when Eturb ~ Emag on the dissipation 
scale?

è Stretching scale gradually moves to larger scales.	

     (see, for example, Cho & Vishniac 2000)



Results of simulations	


Ryu+2008; Cho+ (2009);   	

See also Schlueter & Bierman (1950)	
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* See also Cho & Vishniac (2000); Schekochihin et al (2006) 
Cho et al. (2009)



Conclusions for Topic 1 

-Turbulence can amplify uniform weak seed B fields 
-Two stages of amplification: exp. and linear 
-Saturation time-scale ~15 (L/v) 

Example) Cluster with a driving scale of  300kpc:	

                L~300kpc, v~300km/s	

	

 è Growth of  B ends in t ~ 15(L/v) ~ 15 billion years!	




Topic 2: Growth of a localized seed field ���
                        in turbulence	

Weak localized seed field	



Driving by cosmological sho
cks or major mergers	

è L ~ Lsys è Lsys/L=small	

Lsys/L matters!    ß L=driving scale	

Driving by galaxy motions o
r accretion of minor bodies	

è L << Lsysè Lsys/L=large	

vs.	



If L ~ Lsys, results are similar for	

a localized seed  & a uniform seed ! 	

Saturation time-scale ~ 15 (L/v)	
Cho & Yoo (2012)	

L~ Lsys/2.5	



t=0	 t=1.2(L/v)	 t=2.4(L/v)	

Why are the results so similar?	

è Answer: fast magnetic diffusion or fast homogenization!	

After magnetic field fills the whole system
, the subsequent evolution should be very 
similar to uniform seed field cases 	

Weak B0!

≈	



If L << Lsys, there are two time-scales	

Lsys	

Homogenization time-scale	

Cf) Saturation time-scale ~ 15 (L/v)	

Saturation time-scale a
t the center	

magnetized	

region	



Is magnetic diffusion as fast as that of a passive scalar? 	

Homogenization time-scale?	

Cho (2013)	

Vexp ~ v	è Homogenization time ~ Lsys/v	 = (Lsys/L)(L/v)	

L~ Lsys/20	

Cf) Saturation time ~ 15 (L/v)	

t=0	 t=12	 t=28	



Summary for Topic 2: Two cases	
1. If Lsys/L < ~15 : Growth of B ends in ~15(L/v)	

weak B	

Saturation	

(strong B)	


2. If Lsys/L > ~15 : Growth of B ends in ~(Lsys/v)   	

strong B	saturation	

(strong B)	



Implications for the SKA	

§  For a cluster of size 1Mpc:	

•  If  v > 75 km/s, Lsys/v < age of the universe	

 èRegardless of the driving scale, the cluster is 
homogenized è It is difficult to tell the origin.	


§  For a filament of size 4Mpc:	

•  If  v > 300 km/s, Lsys/v < age of the universe	

•  So, it is possible that the filament is inhomogeneous	

    è RM measurements for filaments will be useful!	


§  Homogenization time-scale (Lsys/v) is important	



